
Space Packet Protocol prototype
The Space Packet Protocol (SPP) prototype aims at showing that the encoding concepts used by the SPP 
binding books for MAL, Common and Core are correctly defined. It doesn't aim at being exhaustive with 
a full implementation of the SPP binding books. However it  shall implement a subset of the binding 
books that uses all the encoding concepts. In this way the prototype can check whether those  concepts are 
correctly defined by the binding books.

The first section of the document presents how the SPP transport layer is implemented by the prototype.

The second section lists the encoding concepts to be tested.

The third section presents the entities used by the tests.

The fourth section describes the test cases that are executed and verified.

The fifth section displays the test results.

Throughout the document, updates of the SPP binding books (drafts 0.1) are proposed. Those updates are 
presented in a table like the one below:

Book Update
<book to update> <description of the update to do>
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1 SPP transport implementation
This section describes the implementation of a SPP transport module according to the Java MAL API and 
transport SPI. Moreover it defines some aspects that are not fully specified by the MAL/SPP book.

1.1 Architecture overview
The architecture of the MAL/SPP prototype is comprised of three layers as shown by the figure below:

The prototype uses the Java MAL API and the CNES Java MAL implementation.

A SPP transport module compliant with the transport SPI is implemented.

A SPP Socket API is defined in order to separate the generic SPP transport layer from the mechanisms 
used to actually send and receive Space Packets. A TCP SPPSocket layer is implemented in the context of 
the CNES “TM/TC laboratory” which is based on a SEBB gateway on the ground and a CYCLONE card 
in space.

The subsequent parts define the layers:

1. SPP transport

2. TCP SPPSocket module

1.2 SPP transport
The SPP transport module implements the MAL transport SPI on top of the SPPSocket API.

This section focuses on:

1. The MAL message header encoding

2. The Broker architecture

3. The use of the Java MAL API, adapted to the SPP transport

4. A specific SPP transport API to configure the SPP encoding

1.2.1 MAL message header encoding
The encoding of the following fields are not fully specified by the MAL/SPP book:

• URIs (From and To)

• Authentication identifier

• Time stamp

• QoS level and priority
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• Domain, network and session

1.2.1.1 URIFrom and URITo
The MAL/SPP book doesn't propose any URI format. It only specifies that the URIFrom and URITo are 
deduced from the following data:

• the field ‘APID’ of the SP header

• the APID Qualifier of the spacecraft (mission constant)

• the fields ‘service’ and ‘service instance’ of the secondary header

It is also indicated that “if several consumers from the same application use the same APID to interact 
with a service provider then they are assigned with the same URI” (see MAL/SPP, section 6.3.1).

The following book updates are proposed:

Book Update
MAL/SPP Section 6.3.1:

• The secondary header field 'area' shall be taken into account when deducing a 
URI because the field 'service' is unique only for a given area.

• A URI format shall be defined in order to allow the transformation between the 
URI and the secondary header fields in both ways. The format is:
spp : <apid> / <area> / <service> / <service instance>

• The consumer of a service provider owns the same URI as the provider. The URI 
is shared by both: it identifies both the consumer and the provider.

• The broker of a service provider also owns the same URI as the provider.

1.2.1.2 AuthenticationId (not tested)
The MAL/SPP book proposes to transmit this data according to the Secure Space Packet specification. 
However the prototype doesn't test this feature and assigns the authentication identifier with a null length 
Blob.

1.2.1.3 Time stamp (not tested)
The MAL/SPP book asserts that the presence or absence of the field 'timestamp' and its encoding are 
explicitly defined by the QoS property <APPL_TIME_CODE>.

The prototype should use a particular time format, for example a CUC time format encoded with 4 bytes 
that gives the number of seconds since the  1958 January 1 epoch. However this feature has not been 
implemented.

1.2.1.4 QoS level and priority
Those fields are not tested by the prototype. They are assigned with static values:

• QoS level = Assured

• Priority = 0
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1.2.1.5 Domain, network and session
Those fields are assigned with transport  configuration properties values.  They are unique for a given 
transport module.

1.2.2 Broker architecture
The broker is located in the SPP transport layer of the consumer side. It owns the same URI as the 
consumer. As the MAL/SPP doesn't allow to transport  Register/Deregister  and Notify messages, only 
local subscribers can register. The possible interactions with the broker are illustrated by the following 
figure:

1.2.3 Using the Java MAL API
The prototype implies that the Java MAL API is used in a particular way. Some additional constraints are 
defined below.

1.2.3.1 URI creation
When the SPP transport creates a new endpoint for a service consumer or provider, it needs to assign the 
endpoint with a unique URI. An SPP URI is built with the following data (see section 1.2.1.1):
spp : <apid> / <area> / <service> / <service instance>
The area and service identifiers are passed as parameters when creating an endpoint.

APIDs and service instance identifiers are resolved from the MAL properties file:

• The APID and 'service instance id' of a MALProvider are resolved through its 'localName' thanks 
to the properties:
fr.cnes.spp.mal.transport.apid.<localName>
fr.cnes.spp.mal.transport.sid.<localName>

• The APID and 'service instance id' of a MALConsumer are resolved through the 'clientId' QoS 
property thanks to the properties:
fr.cnes.spp.mal.transport.apid.<clientId>
fr.cnes.spp.mal.transport.sid.<clientId>

Remark:

As  the  consumer  shares  the  same  URI  as  the  provider,  only  one  MALConsumer  can  be 
instantiated per provider (URI) and MAL instance. However several stubs can share the same 
MALConsumer  so  it  is  still  possible  to  create  several  stubs  connected  to  the  same  service 
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provider.

1.2.3.2 Pub/Sub subscription
A subscriber registers by initiating a Pub/Sub interaction with the MALConsumer that owns the same 
URI as the provider.

1.2.3.3 QoS Properties
An additional QoS property APPL_TIME_CODE should be defined by the prototype in order to define 
the time format. However this feature has not been implemented.

1.2.4 Specific SPP transport API
A specific SPP transport API is defined in order to enable the application level to:

• configure the mission data base, i.e. define the entities used by the services deployed for a given 
mission: the way they are enumerated, statically defined field values (e.g. definition identifier).

• define specific encoders/decoders, e.g. for encoding/decoding the arguments of a particular Action 
entity.

1.3 TCP SPPSocket module
A TCP implementation of the SPPSocket API is provided by the prototype. Two possible behaviours of 
the SPPSocket are implemented:

• TCP server: the listening port is given at the server SPPSocket creation time.

• TCP client: the address of the TCP server is given at the client SPPSocket creation time.

The figure below shows how the prototype is configured for the test:

• Two TCP server SPPSockets in space: one for writing the TMs and the other for reading the TCs.

The TCP server SPPSocket can accept connections either directly from the client SPPSocket or 
the CYCLONE card.

• Two TCP client SPPSockets on the ground: one for reading the TMs and the other for writing the 
TCs.

The MAL process on the ground can open connections either directly with the MAL process in the 
space or the SEBB gateway.
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2 Encoding concepts
This section presents the encoding concepts to be tested by the prototype.

2.1 MAL message header
The encoding of the MAL message header is tested through the following interaction patterns:

• Submit

• Request

• Progress

• Pub/Sub

For each IP, an example of operation is chosen in the services from the areas Common and Core. The 
interactions  Send  and  Invoke  are  not  used  by  the  operations  mapped  on  the  space  packets.  As  a 
consequence those patterns are not tested by the prototype.

The test checks that all the transitions work and that the MAL message header is consistent with the 
interaction stage, on the consumer and provider sides.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Check the Submit IP 4.1.1 Submit
Check the Request IP 4.1.2 Request
Check the Progress IP 4.1.3 Progress
Check the Pub/Sub IP 4.1.4 Pubsub

2.2 Packet fragmentation
The MAL/SPP book asserts that no packet fragmentation is ensured by the MAL transport (MAL/SPP 
book, section 4.3).

No test  is  done about this  feature.  However this  limitation is  important  to notice.  It  could be tested 
through the operation 'monitorStatus' provided by the service 'Aggregation'. An update could be published 
with a fake parameter containing a Blob which size is greater than 65 542 bytes. The test would check 
that an exception is raised when the update is published.

2.3 Entity key (format 1)
This format is defined in the Common/SPP book (sections 3.1.1.1, 3.1.2.1, 3.1.3.1). It enables to encode 
the key of a unique entity.

2.3.1 Entity identifier format resolution
Entity identifiers are encoded as enumerated integers but the actual format is “packet defined”: it depends 
on the APID, the area, the service, the operation and one or several parameters from the packet (see 
Common/SPP book, section 3.1.1.1).
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Book Update
Common/SPP Section 3.1.1:  the format of the field 'entityId'  is said to be deduced from the MAL 

header fields: ‘service’ and ‘operation’. The MAL header field 'area' also has to be taken 
into account.

The format resolution is tested by the prototype in the following cases:

• Occurrence key deduction: the entity identifier of an ActionOccurrence passed in the operation 
'invokeAction'  of  the service 'Action'.  The entity enumeration depends on the following data: 
APID, area, service, operation (see Core/SPP book section 3.1.1).

• Wrapped occurrence  key deduction:  the  entity  identifier  of  an  AlertOccurrence  wrapped in  a 
VerificationFailStatus of an ActionStatus returned by the operation 'invokeAction' of the service 
'Action'. The entity enumeration depends on the following data: APID, area, service, operation and 
the definition key of the ActionStatus (see Core/SPP book section 3.1.2).

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Action occurrence key deduction 4.2 Action
Wrapped Alert occurrence key deduction 4.2 Action

2.3.2 Definition identifier deduction
The  definition  identifier  is  deduced  from the  mission  defined  association  between  an  entity  and  its 
definition (see Common/SPP section 3.1.1.1). This association is registered in the mission data base.

The prototype checks that a definition identifier can be associated with each entity.  The test uses the 
operation 'invokeAction' provided by the service 'Action'. In order to check the deduction, the field is 
assigned by the consumer with the value 'null'. The test checks that the values at the provider side are 
non-null and correctly deduced, i.e. equal to the value defined in the mission data base.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Definition identifier deduction 4.2 Action

2.3.3 Occurrence identifier encoding
The prototype checks that:

• The occurrence identifier is an integer (Common/SPP, section 3.1.2).

• The occurrence identifier is correctly encoded and decoded.

The test uses the operation 'monitorOccurrence' provided by the service 'Alert'.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Occurrence identifier deduction 4.8 Alert

2.3.4 Missing occurrence identifier
The occurrence identifier may not be used by a service as defined by its specification. For example, the 
AggregationStatus doesn't own an occurrence identifier as specified by the Core book.
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Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.2.2: it shall be stated that the occurrence identifier is null in the StatusKey of 

an AggregationStatus.

The prototype checks that the occurrence identifier 'null' is correctly encoded and decoded in the context 
of a call to the operation 'monitorStatus' provided by the service 'Aggregation'.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Null occurrence identifier 4.3 Aggregation

2.3.5 Status identifier encoding
The prototype shall check that:

• The status identifier is an integer (Common/SPP, section 3.1.3).

• The status identifier is correctly encoded and decoded.

The test uses the operation 'monitorStatus' provided by the service 'Aggregation'.

2.4 Entity key (format 2)
This format is defined in the Common/SPP book (sections 3.1.1.2, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.3.2). It enables to encode 
the key of a group of entities thanks to the wildcard values '*' and 'Null'.

Book Update
Common/SPP Sections 3.1.1.2, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.3.2: the enumeration {“*”, “VALUE”} shall be explicitly 

defined by giving the index values:

• 0 for “*”

• 1 for “VALUE”

This is a general remark for all the enumerations defined in the Common/SPP and Core/
SPP books. The index values shall always be explicitly given.

The same tests as in section 2.3 are done but with the second format of entity encoding, used by the COM 
operations:

• request[Definition/Occurrence/Status]

• list[Definition/Occurrence/Status]

Moreover, the wildcard values '*' and 'Null' have to be checked.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Entity key (format 2) 4.4 RequestStatus

2.5 Complete[Definition/Occurrence/Status]Update
The encoding of CompleteUpdates are defined in the Common/SPP book: sections 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.1.6. 
Several operations use those types:

• 'monitorDefinition' of the service Aggregation
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• 'monitorOccurrence' of the service Alert

• 'monitorStatus' of the service Aggregation

Two aspects shall be tested:

• Deduced fields

• Polymorphism

2.5.1 Deduced fields
The prototype shall check that the following fields are correctly deduced:

• timestamp: equal to the MAL header field 'timestamp'

• sourceURI: equal to the MAL header field 'URIFrom'

• key: equal to the key of the contained Definition, Occurrence or Status

• updateSource  (only  for  Complete[Definition|Occurrence]Update):  the  fields  'area',  'service', 
'domain' and 'networkZone' are null.  The field 'sourceKey' is assigned with an OccurrenceKey 
which parameters are:

• 'entityId' is equal to the field 'entityId' of the contained Definition or Occurrence key

• 'definitionId' is equal to the field 'definitionId' of the contained Definition or Occurrence 
key

• 'occurrenceId' is null for a CompleteDefinitionUpdate. Otherwise it is equal to the field 
'occurrenceId' of the contained Occurrence key.

Book Update
Common/SPP Sections  3.1.4  and  3.1.5:  for  the  fields  'timestamp',  'sourceURI',  'key',  and 

'updateSource', the expressions “deduced from the SP secondary header” and “Deduced 
from the definition/occurrence/status” shall be replaced by the explanations given above 
(section 2.5.1).

In order to check the deductions, the deduced fields are assigned by the provider (publisher) with the 
value 'null'. The test checks that the values at the consumer side are non-null and correctly deduced, i.e. 
equal to the value used to make the assignment as defined above. For example, the test checks that the 
field 'timestamp' is assigned with the value of the MAL header field 'timestamp'.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Deduced content of complete update 4.3 Aggregation

2.5.2 Polymorphism
The structure Complete[Definition/Occurrence/Status]Update contains a [Definition/Occurrence/Status]-
Update which actual type depends on the operation and service. For example:

• the  decoded  CompleteOccurrenceUpdates  produced  by  Alert  (operation  'monitorOccurrence') 
contain instances of AlertOccurrence.

• the decoded CompleteStatusUpdates produced by Aggregation (operation 'monitorStatus') contain 
instances of AggregationStatus.
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This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Status polymorphism 4.3 Aggregation

2.6 DefinitionUpdate (UpdateInterval, UpdateTimeout)
The encoding of the structures UpdateInterval and UpdateTimeout are defined in the Core/SPP book in 
the sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.1. Those structures inherit from DefinitionUpdate. The following parameter 
deductions shall be done for the following fields:

• timestamp:

Equal to the field 'timestamp' from the MAL header if the operation is 'set[Intervals/Timeouts]'

Encoded if the operation is 'get[Intervals/Timeouts]'

• sourceURI:

Equal to the field 'URITo' of the MAL header if the operation is 'set[Intervals/Timeouts]'.

Equal to the field 'URIFrom' of the MAL header if the operation is 'get[Intervals/Timeouts]'.

• key:

The entity enumeration depends on the following data: APID, area, service, operation.

The definition identifier is resolved from the mission data base thanks to the entity identifier.

• updateSource: the fields 'area', 'service', 'domain' and 'networkZone' are null. The field 'sourceKey' 
is assigned with an OccurrenceKey which parameters are:

• 'entityId' is equal to the field 'entityId' of the DefinitionUpdate key (see above)

• 'definitionId' is equal to the field 'definitionId' of the DefinitionUpdate key (see above)

• 'occurrenceId' is null

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.2.3: two encoding formats shall be defined for the structure UpdateInterval:

1. “SET” when the encoding operation is a getter,

2. “GET” when the encoding operation is a setter.

For  both  formats,  the  encoding  of  the  fields  'timestamp',  'sourceURI',  'key'  and 
'updateSource' shall be defined as stated in section 2.6

Core/SPP Section 3.3.1: same as above for the structure UpdateTimeout.

Core/SPP Section 4.2.9: the operation 'setIntervals' uses the encoding mode “SET” of the structure 
UpdateInterval

Core/SPP Section  4.2.10:  the  operation  'getIntervals'  uses  the  encoding  mode  “GET”  of  the 
structure UpdateInterval

Core/SPP Section  4.2.14:  the  operation  'setTimeout'  uses  the  encoding  mode  “SET”  of  the 
structure UpdateTimeout
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Core/SPP Section  4.2.15:  the  operation  'getTimeout'  uses  the  encoding  mode  “GET”  of  the 
structure UpdateTimeout

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Definition update encoding (SET format) 4.5 SetIntervals
Definition update encoding (GET format) 4.6 GetIntervals

2.7 List of deduced “parameters”
These  tests  check  that  lists  of  “parameters”  (e.g.  aggregation  parameters,  action  arguments)  which 
encoding format depends on a parent entity (e.g. AggregationStatus, ActionOccurrence) can be correctly 
encoded and decoded.

Several examples are listed below.

• The  operation  'invokeAction'  of  the  service  Action:  the  ActionOccurrence  owns  a  list  of 
ArgumentOccurrences.  The  list  format  is  deduced  from the  ActionOccurrence  definition  key 
(Core/SPP  section  3.1.1):  each  action  occurrence  has  its  own  way  to  encode  and  decode 
arguments.

• The operation 'monitorStatus' of the service Aggregation: the AggregationStatus owns a list of 
ParameterStatus. The list format is deduced from the AggregationStatus definition key (Core/SPP 
section 3.2.2): each aggregation status has its own way to encode and decode parameters.

• The  operation  'monitorOccurrence'  of  the  service  Alert:  the  AlertOccurrence  owns  a  list  of 
ArgumentOccurrences. The list format is deduced from the AlertOccurrence definition key (Core/
SPP section 3.6.1): each alert status has its own way to encode and decode arguments.

• The  operation  'monitorStatus'  of  the  service  Statistics:  the  StatisticStatus  owns  a  list  of 
StatisticResults.  The  list  format  is  deduced  from the  StatisticStatus  definition  key  (Core/SPP 
section 3.5.1): each statistic status has its own way to encode and decode results.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Action arguments encoding 4.2 Action
Aggregation parameters encoding 4.3 Aggregation

2.8 Other parameter deductions
These tests check that some fields are correctly deduced:

1. Equal to a field of the MAL header

2. Equal to a field of a parent structure

3. Resolved from the mission data base

2.8.1 Parameter deduced from the MAL header or encoded
The field 'timestamp' is either deduced from the MAL header or encoded depending on the operation.

If the operation is monitor[Occurrence/Status] then the field is deduced from the MAL header: it is equal 
to the field 'timestamp' of the MAL header.
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If the operation is request[Occurrence/Status] then it is encoded.

This is tested with the AggregationStatus:

• The field  'timestamp'  is  equal  to the MAL header  field  'timestamp'  when using the operation 
'monitorStatus': see Core/SPP section 4.2.8

• The field 'timestamp' is encoded when using the operation 'requestStatus': see Core/SPP section 
4.2.6

Some other examples can be found with the following structures:

• CheckOccurrence

• AlertOccurrence

• ActionStatus

• CheckStatus

• StatisticStatus

A second field is deduced or encoded in the same way: 'reportTime'

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.2.2: Two formats shall be defined for an AggregationStatus:

1. MONITOR: this encoding format assigns the field 'timestamp' with the value of 
the MAL message header 'timestamp'

2. REQUEST: this encoding format encodes the value of the field 'timestamp'

Core/SPP Sections  3.1.2  (ActionStatus),  3.2.1  (AggregationDefinition),  3.3.5 
(ParameterDefinition),  3.4.1  (CheckDefinition),  3.4.2  (CheckOccurrence),  3.4.5 
(CheckStatus), 3.5.1 (StatisticStatus), 3.6.1 (AlertOccurrence): same as above.

Core/SPP Section 4: all the 'requestDefinition/Occurrence/Status' operations shall declare that the 
Definition/Occurrence/Status parameter is encoded with the format “REQUEST”.

For  example,  in  the section 4.2.6,  the 'requestStatus'  operation shall  declare  that  the 
AggregationStatus parameter is encoded with the format “REQUEST”.

Core/SPP Section 4: all the 'monitorDefinition/Occurrence/Status' operations shall declare that the 
Definition/Occurrence/Status parameter is encoded with the format “MONITOR”.

For example, in the section 4.2.8, the 'monitorStatus'  operation shall declare that the 
AggregationStatus parameter is encoded with the format “MONITOR”.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Deduced time stamp (MONITOR format) 4.3 Aggregation
Time stamp encoding (REQUEST format) 4.4 RequestStatus

2.8.2 Parameter deduced from a parent structure
The value of a parameter can be deduced from a parent structure. For example the following fields of 
ParameterStatus are deduced from the parent AggregationStatus (book Core/SPP section 3.2.2), i.e. equal 
to the value assigned to the field of the parent structure that has the same name:
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• ParameterStatus 'timestamp' is equal to AggregationStatus 'timestamp'

• ParameterStatus 'generationMode' is equal to AggregationStatus 'generationMode'

Another  example  is  the  field  'timestamp'  of  the  ArgumentOccurrences  of  an  AlertOccurrence.  In  an 
ActionOccurrence the field 'timestamp' of the ArgumentOccurrences is not used (set to the value 'null').

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Alert argument occurrence time stamp 4.8 Alert
Aggregation parameter fields 4.3 Aggregation

2.8.3 Parameter deduced from the mission data base
The fields 'timestamp' and 'description' of Definitions are resolved from the entity identifier in the mission 
data base. This can be tested with the following structures:

• AggregationDefinition (book Core/SPP section 3.2.1)

• ParameterDefinition (book Core/SPP section 3.3.5)

• CheckDefinition (book Core/SPP section 3.4.1)

• StatisticAssociationDefinition (book Core/SPP section 3.5.2)

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
AggregationDefinition  'timestamp'  and 
'description' deduction

4.7 RequestDefinition

2.9 Action
These test cases check specific features of the service Action.

2.9.1 InvokeAction acknowledgement
The Core/SPP book specifies that the acknowledgement of the operation 'invokeAction' provided by the 
service Action is not transmitted through the space link (Core/SPP book, section 4.1.1).

The prototype shall check that the acknowledgement is correctly generated by the transport layer on the 
consumer side. It shall return the value 'null' (and not the action occurrence key as specified by the Core 
book).

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Check action occurrence key (returned in 
the acknowledgement) is null.

4.2 Action

2.9.2 InvokeAction occurrence identifier
The occurrence identifier is used by the service Action as defined by its specification. But the Core/SPP 
book specifies that this identifier is not used, in particular in the ActionStatus key (section 3.1.2).

The prototype shall check that the occurrence identifier value 'null' is decoded on the consumer side in the 
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context of a call to the operation 'invokeAction' provided by the service 'Action'.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Check that the action occurrence identifier 
(in the ActionStatus key) is null.

4.2 Action

2.9.3 InvokeAction response
The ActionStatus contained in the result shall be null.

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 4.1.1: it shall be specified that the ActionStatus contained in the result is null.

This concept is checked in the following cases:

Case Test
Check that the ActionStatus returned in the 
response is null.

4.2 Action
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3 Mission data base entities
This section presents the entities that are created in the mission data base used by the tests. Those entities 
are presented according to the way their identifier is encoded:

1. It is encoded as an enumerated integer.

2. It is not encoded but deduced.

3.1 Enumerated
The entity identifier is encoded as an enumerated integer depending on:

• The APID, the area, the type name and the instance identifier of the service that owns the entity

• The operation that uses the entity

• A path of previously resolved entity identifiers required to resolve the entity enumeration

The entities which identifier is encoded in this way by the tests are listed in the table below:

APID Area Service Instance 
id

Operation Resolved entity 
path

Entity id Enum
erated 
value

0 Core Action 0 invokeAction None Action1 0
Action2 1

Action2
(0/Core/Action/0/
invokeAction/
Action2)

Alert1 0
Alert2 1

Aggregation 0 monitorStatus
requestStatus
setIntervals
getIntervals
requestDefinition

None Aggregation1 0

Alert 0 monitorOccurrence None Alert1 0

Entities may have the same identifier and not be the same. For example, the entity identifier “Alert1” 
appears twice: 

• once as an alert published through the operation 'monitorOccurrence' provided by the service Alert

• a second time as a status action failure returned by the operation 'invokeAction' provided by the 
service Action

A descriptor is defined for each entity and registered in the mission data base. It contains:

• the definition identifier

• the time stamp of the definition

• the description of the definition

• specific encoding modules used to encode fields of the entity (e.g. the arguments list of an action 
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or the parameters list of an aggregation)

Book Update
Common/SPP Section 3.1.1: if the enumerated integers list size is equal to one then the identifier is 

deduced. It is useless to encode the enumerated value.

Section 3.1.1: the entity identifier enumeration is deduced from APID, service, operation 
and some other parameters. The area identifier is missing: the service identifier is not 
enough.

3.2 Deduced
The entity identifier is not encoded but deduced. The way it is deduced depends on the encoding module 
dedicated to the parent entity, e.g. the arguments of an ActionOccurrence are encoded according to the 
entity identifier of the action occurrence.

The prototype tests the following entities:

1. Arguments of an ActionOccurrence

2. Parameters of an AggregationStatus

3. Arguments of an AlertOccurrence

In every case, the entity identifier is statically deduced from the index of the argument or parameter in the 
list contained by the action, aggregation or alert.

The definition identifier and the type of the value are also statically deduced from this index.

The following array presents the deduced arguments and parameters used by the tests:
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Entity path:
APID/Area/Service/Instance
/Path/EntityId

Attribute 
containing the 

list

Index Entity id Type Definition 
id

0/Core/Action/0
/Action1

argumentValues 0 arg0 unsigned integer
(5 bits)

def

1 arg1 unsigned integer
(3 bits)

def

0/Core/Action/0
/Action2

argumentValues 0 arg0 unsigned integer
(6 bits)

def

1 arg1 unsigned integer
(2 bits)

def

0/Core/Action/0
/Action2/Alert1

arguments 0 arg0 unsigned integer
(5 bits)

def

1 arg1 unsigned integer
(3 bits)

def

0/Core/Action/0
/Action2/Alert2

arguments 0 arg0 unsigned integer
(6 bits)

def

0/Core/Aggregation/0
/Aggregation1

values 0 param0 unsigned integer
(5 bits)

def

0/Core/Alert/0/Alert1 arguments 0 arg0 unsigned integer
(5 bits)

def

1 arg1 unsigned integer
(3 bits)

def
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4 Test cases
This section presents the test cases that are executed by the prototype.

4.1 IPs
Each Interaction Pattern is tested through an operation call. The service provider is configured in order 
that the reply messages trigger the expected transitions.

The header of the messages is checked on the consumer and the provider sides except for the Pub/Sub 
interaction where it is only checked on the consumer side (no message is received by the provider). The 
value of the following header fields is checked:

• interaction type

• interaction stage

• operation name

• area

• service name

• isError

4.1.1 Submit
The operation 'setIntervals' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

The transitions ACK and ACK_ERROR are tested.

Book Update
MAL/SPP Section 6: the encoding format of an error is not defined. A generic encoding format has 

to be defined by the MAL/SPP book. One format is proposed below:

• The error code is encoded as an unsigned integer (PFC = 13, size = 24 bits).

• The field 'extraInfo' is not encoded. The field is equal to 'null'.

4.1.2 Request
The operation 'getIntervals' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

The transitions RESPONSE and RESPONSE_ERROR are tested.

4.1.3 Progress
The operation 'getIntervals' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

The following transitions are tested:

• ACK, RESPONSE

• ACK_ERROR

• ACK, RESPONSE_ERROR

• ACK, UPDATE, UPDATE, RESPONSE
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Book Update
MAL/SPP Section 6.3.11: some SDU types are missing when an error is raised. Those types are:

• Invoke[Ack/Response]Error

• Progress[Ack/Update/Response]Error

Moreover the types InvokeError and ProgressError have to be removed.

4.1.4 Pubsub
The operation 'monitorStatus' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

The following transitions are tested:

• PUBLISH

• PUBLISH_ERROR

4.2 Action
The operation 'invokeAction' provided by the service Action is called with an action occurrence which 
entity path is '0/Core/Action/0/invokeAction/Action2' (see 3.1).

The OccurrenceKey is initialized as follows:

• The entity identifier is assigned

• The definition identifier is assigned with null on the ground in order to test that it is correctly 
deduced in space from the entity identifier.

• No occurrence identifier as specified by the Action service

The ArgumentOccurrenceList is filled with two arguments: arg0 and arg1. The OccurrenceKey of each 
argument is assigned:

• The entity identifier is assigned with a statically known value that depends on the index of the 
argument in the list.

• Same for the definition identifier.

• The occurrence identifier is set to null as specified by the Core book.

A VerificationFailStatus is returned into an ActionStatus in order to test the wrapped Alert occurrence key 
deduction. The alert entity path is '0/Core/Action/0/Action2/Alert2' (see 3.1).
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Tested concept Assertion Side
Entity id deduction:
(see 2.3.1)

Check the entity identifier of the action occurrence:
Equality test with the identifier given on the consumer side.

Provider

Definition id deduction:
definition id
(see 2.3.2)

Check the definition identifier of the action occurrence:
Equality  test  with  the  definition  identifier  of  the  action 
entity.

Provider

Arguments list deduction
(see 2.7)

Go through each argument and check the entity, definition 
identifiers through an equality test with the values given on 
the consumer side.
Check that the occurrence identifier is null.
The type of the argument raw value is also checked.

Provider

Action specific feature:
acknowledgement
(see 2.9.1)

Check that the returned occurrence key is null. Consumer

Wrapped entity id deduction:
(see 2.3.1)

Check the entity identifier of the alert occurrence:
Equality test with the identifier given on the provider side.

Consumer

Action specific feature:
action status
(see 2.9.2)

Check that the returned occurrence key is null. Consumer

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 4.1.1: It shall be stated that the content of the final response of the operation 

'invokeAction' is not written in the stream (value 'null').
Section 3.1.2: missing VST constant definition for ActionStatus. It has to be explicitly 
defined as follows:

• 0: standard (VerificationStateStatus)

• 1: progress (VerificationProgressStatus)

• 2: failure (VerificationFailStatus)

This  is  a  general  remark  for  all  the  enumerations  in  the  books  Common/SPP and 
Core/SPP. The index values shall be explicitly given.

Section 3.1.1: the field 'timestamp' shall be assigned wit the MAL message header 'time 
stamp' value.
The sentence "not used" shall be removed.
Section  3.1.2:  In  the  third  part  about  the  VerificationFailStatus,  the  parameter 
'FailCondition' shall indicate that the field 'timestamp ' is equal to the MAL message 
header field 'timestamp'.

4.3 Aggregation
The operation 'monitorStatus' provided by the service Aggregation is called with a subscription for all the 
status which entity is '0/Core/Aggregation/0/monitorStatus/Aggregation1' (see 3.1).

A CompleteStatusUpdate is instantiated. The fields 'key', 'sourceURI' and 'timestamp' are left to the value 
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'null' in order to check that they are correctly deduced on the consumer side.

The status identifier is assigned with the value of an incremented counter.

An AggregationStatus is instantiated and wrapped into the CompleteStatusUpdate. The entity path of the 
aggregation status is '0/Core/Aggregation/0/Aggregation1'.

The CompleteStatusUpdate is published.

The following asssertions are checked after the update has been received on the consumer side:

Tested concept Assertion Side
Missing occurrence id
(see 2.3.4)

Check that the occurrence identifier is null. Consumer

Complete  update  deduced 
fields
(see 2.5.1)

Check that the key of the complete update is equal to the 
key of the contained status.
Check  that  the  'sourceURI'  is  equal  to  the  URI  of  the 
provider.
Check that the time stamp is the same as in the message 
header.

Consumer

Status identifier encoding
(see 2.3.5)

Check that the status identifier is equal to the one assigned 
by the provider.

Consumer

Complete update
Status polymorphism
(see 2.5.2)

Check  that  the  type  of  the  contained  status  is 
AggregationStatus.

Consumer

Parameter list deduction
(see 2.7)

Go through each parameter and check the entity, definition 
identifiers through an equality test with the values given on 
the provider side.
Check that the occurrence identifier is null.
Check  that  the  status  identifier  is  null.  (not  specified  in  
Core/SPP).
The type of the raw value is also checked.

Consumer

Fields deduced from a parent 
structure (see 2.8.2)

Check that the fields 'timestamp' and 'generationMode' of 
each StatusParameter is equal to the values of the parent 
AggregationStatus.

Consumer

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.2.2: The way ParameterStatus fields are deduced shall be precisely defined:

• The  field  'key'  is  not  encoded  and  resolved  from  the  definition  of  the 
aggregation, the position of the ParameterStatus in the list and possibly from the 
values of some other fields

• The field 'timestamp' is assigned with the value of the parent AggregationStatus 
field 'timestamp'

• The  field  'generationMode'  is  assigned  with  the  value  of  the  parent 
AggregationStatus field 'generationMode'
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Section 4.2.8: it is specified that a single CompleteStatusUpdate is encoded. But 
actually, an UpdateList shall be encoded as specified by the MAL book. The encoding of 
this UpdateList is a variable size array. The size is encoded as an unsigned integer (PFC 
= 12, size = 16 bits).
This is a general remark for all the 'monitorXxx' operations defined in the Common/SPP 
and Core/SPP books.
Sections 3.1.4, 3.1.5 and 3.1.6: the encoding of the field 'updateType' is restricted to two 
values: UPDATE and MODIFICATION. This is too restrictive as the values CREATION 
and DELETION may need to be transferred on the space link. The values CREATION 
and DELETION shall be added to the enumeration. The encoding format is increased to 
a enumerated integer (PFC = 2, size = 2 bits).

4.4 RequestStatus
The operation 'requestStatus' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

Tested concept Assertion Side
Entity format 2
(see 2.4)

Check that the following status keys are correctly encoded:
• “Aggregation1”, “definition1”, “<counter>”
• “*”, “*”, “<counter>”
• “*”, “*”, “*”
• “*”, “*”, “NULL”

Provider

Deduced  or  encoded  time 
stamp
(see 2.8.1)

Check that the time stamp of a returned AggregationStatus 
is encoded.

Consumer

Remark:

• If the entity id is “*” it  is not possible to deduce the definition id.  The prototype assigns the 
definition id with “*” if the entity id is “*”.

Book Update
Common/SPP Section 3.1.1.2: if the entity id is “*” it is not possible to deduce the definition id. The 

definition identifier value “*” is returned in this case.

Section  3.1.1.2:  there  is  no  way to  express  the  definition  id  'null'  because  it  is  not 
encoded, e.g. “A.null” or “*.null”. An encoding error is raised if this definition id is 
used.

Core/SPP Section 4.2.6: the encoding format of a “variable length array” size shall be specified. 
The format is an unsigned integer (PFC = 12, 16 bits).
This remark affects all the “variable length arrays” of the SPP/Core and SPP/Common 
books in the section 4.

4.5 SetIntervals
The operation 'setIntervals' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

Tested concept Assertion Side
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Definition update encoding
(see 2.6)

Check  that  the  fields  of  an  UpdateInterval  are  correctly 
encoded, in particular:

• 'timestamp'  is  equal  to  the  MAL  header  field 
'timestamp'

• 'sourceURI'  is  equal  to  the  MAL  header  field 
'URITo'

Provider

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.2.3: in the structure UpdateInterval, the field 'key' is said to be "deduced from 

the definition". This is an error : the entity identifier is actually encoded.
Section 3.2.3: format of durations is not clearly defined. A QoS property 
<RELATIVE_TIME_FORMAT> shall be defined in order to give the duration format.

4.6 GetIntervals
The operation 'getIntervals' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

Tested concept Assertion Side
Definition update encoding
(see 2.6)

Check  that  the  fields  of  an  UpdateInterval  are  correctly 
encoded, in particular:

• 'timestamp' is encoded
• 'sourceURI' is from header (field 'URIFrom')

Consumer

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 4.2.10: the encoding of MALIdentifierList is not clearly defined. It shall be said 

that the listed identifiers are entity identifiers and each of them are encoded as a 
DefinitionKey (Format 2).

4.7 RequestDefinition
The operation 'requestDefinition' provided by the service Aggregation is called.

Tested concept Assertion Side
Parameters deduced from the 
mission data base.
(see 2.8.3)

Check  that  the  fields  'timestamp'  and  'description'  of  an 
AggregationDefinition  are  correctly  resolved  from  the 
mission data base.

Consumer

4.8 Alert
The operation 'monitorOccurrence' provided by the service Alert is called with a subscription for all the 
occurrences which entity is '0/Core/Alert/0/monitorOccurrence/Alert1' (see 3.1).

Tested concept Assertion Side
Occurrence identifier 
encoding
(see 2.3.3)

Check that the occurrence identifier is an integer.
Compare the decoded value with the encoded one.

Consumer
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Fields deduced from a parent 
structure (see 2.8.2)

Check that  the 'timestamp'  of an ArgumentOccurrence is 
equal to the 'timestamp' of the parent AlertOccurrence.

Consumer

Book Update
Core/SPP Section 3.6.1: the field 'timestamp' of an alert argument is deduced from the parent 

AlertOccurrence.

4.9 Other tests
These tests check some typical architectures:

• “MultiInteract”: tests interactions with two providers of the same service (e.g. Action) and using 
the same APID.

• “MultiNotify”:  tests  that  Notify messages  (Pub/Sub)  can  be duplicated  towards  several  MAL 
instances.

• “Concurrent”: tests that two consumers using the same MAL can concurrently receive TM packets 
coming from different interactions.

4.9.1 MultiInteract
Two Action providers called “M&C” and “Payload” are launched on a single MAL in space with the 
same APID.

The only way to distinguish those two services is to give them different service instance identifiers (sid) 
as shown by the array below:

Provider name URI Service instance identifier
M&C spp:0/Core/Action/0 0
Payload spp:0/Core/Action/1 1
Two consumers, one for each provider, are launched on top of two different MAL instances, potentially in 
different processes:

• “Ground1”

• “Ground2”

The consumers initiate the interaction 'invokeAction' with their respective provider.

A TC packetizer is in charge of merging the TC flows coming from Ground1 and Ground2 into a unique 
TC flow feeding the SEBB gateway.

A TM packetizer is in charge of duplicating the TM flow coming from the SEBB gateway in order that 
Ground1 and Ground2 receive the same TM packets.

The figure below describes the architecture. The arrows represent the packet flows.

A consequence of this architecture is that the 'invokeAction' responses (Acknowledgement, Updates and 
Response) are forwarded to both consumers.
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The test checks that the SPP transport correctly uses the service instance identifier in order to discriminate 
the responses which consumer is not on the local MAL and ignore them.

Book Update
MAL/SPP Section  6.3.5:  The  APID alone  is  not  enough to  deduce  the  domain  identifier.  The 

domain identifier shall be deduced from the APID and the field 'service instance'.

MAL/SPP Section  6.4:  a  field  shall  be  added to  the secondary header  in  order  to  identify the 
consumer of an interaction.

If  two consumers using two different  MAL instances interact  with the same service 
provider  (e.g.  the  “Payload”  Action  provider  presented  above)  then  the  current  SPP 
transport can't ensure that the interactions don't interfere with each other. This limitation 
leads to a major update defined below.

A new field 'consumer id' shall be added to the Space Packet secondary header in order 
to identify the consumer that initiated the interaction. The field 'consumer id' has to be 
included in the consumer's URI. The URI format is:
spp : <apid> / <area> / <service> / <consumer id>
Whereas the provider URI is:
spp : <apid> / <area> / <service> / <service instance>
The broker URI is the same as the provider one.

This is a major update that modifies:

• the secondary header structure (MAL/SPP, section 6.4)

• the  URI  format  (MAL/SPP,  section  6.3.1).  In  particular  two  consumers 
interacting with the same service provider have different URIs.

4.9.2 MultiNotify
One Aggregation provider is launched.

Two Aggregation consumers are launched on top of two different MAL instances (potentially in different 
processes):

• “Ground1”
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• “Ground2”

A TM packetizer is in charge of duplicating the TM flow coming from the SEBB gateway in order that 
Ground1 and Ground2 receive the same TM packets.

Both consumers call the operation 'monitorStatus'.

An AggregationStatus is published by the provider.

The test checks that the AggregationStatus is received by both consumers.

4.9.3 Concurrent
Three interactions are concurrently initiated with an Aggregation and an Action providers. Both providers 
have the same APID and service instance identifier.

Two consumers are instantiated with the same MAL on the ground: one for Aggregation and the other for 
Action.

The following actions are done by the test:

1. The  Aggregation  consumer  calls  the  operation  'monitorStatus'  in  order  to  receive  the  entity 
updates published by the provider.

2. The Action consumer asynchronously calls the operation 'invokeAction' (first time).

3. An AggregationStatus is published through the operation 'monitorStatus'

4. The Action consumer asynchronously calls the operation 'invokeAction' (second time).

The test checks that two 'invokeAction' Responses and one AggregationStatus update have been received 
on the ground.
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5 Tests results
This section presents the results of the tests.

The tests are listed in the table below:

Test name Section Description
submitAck 4.1.1 Tests the sequence {Submit, Acknowledgement} of the Submit 

IP
submitAckError 4.1.1 Tests  the  sequence  {Submit,  Acknowledgement  Error}  of  the 

Submit IP
requestResponse 4.1.2 Tests the sequence {Request, Acknowledgement} of the Request 

IP
requestResponseError 4.1.2 Tests  the  sequence  {Request,  Acknowledgement  Error}  of  the 

Request IP
pubsubNotify 4.1.4 Tests the sequence {Notify} of the Pub/Sub IP
pubsubNotifyError 4.1.4 Tests the sequence {Notify Error} of the Pub/Sub IP
progressResponse 4.1.3 Tests the sequence {Progress, Acknowledgement, Response} of 

the Progress IP
progressAckError 4.1.3 Tests  the sequence {Progress,  Acknowledgement  Error} of the 

Progress IP
progressResponseError 4.1.3 Tests  the  sequence  {Progress,  Acknowledgement,  Response 

Error} of the Progress IP
progressUpdateResponse 4.1.3 Tests  the  sequence  {Progress,  Acknowledgement,  Update, 

Update, Response} of the Progress IP
action 4.2 Calls  the  operation  “Action.invokeAction”  in  order  to  check 

some encoding concepts.

aggregation 4.3 Calls  the  operation  “Aggregation.monitorStatus”  in  order  to 
check some encoding concepts.

requestStatus 4.4 Calls the operation “Aggregation.requestStatus” in order to check 
some encoding concepts.

setIntervals 4.5 Calls the operation “Aggregation.setIntervals” in order to check 
some encoding concepts.

getIntervals 4.6 Calls the operation “Aggregation.getIntervals” in order to check 
some encoding concepts.

requestDefinition 4.7 Calls the operation “Aggregation.requestDefinition” in order to 
check some encoding concepts.

alert 4.8 Calls the operation “Alert.monitorStatus” in order to check some 
encoding concepts.
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multiInteract 4.9.1 Tests  interactions  with  two  providers  of  the  same  service 
(Action) using the same APID.

multiNotify 4.9.2 Tests  that  Notify  messages  (Pub/Sub  IP)  can  be  duplicated 
towards several MAL instances.

concurrent 4.9.3 Tests that two consumers using the same MAL can concurrently 
receive TM packets coming from different interactions.

The results are presented in the same format as in the output file produced by the testing process. The 
following informations are given:

1. Name of the test

2. Initial status of the test: “RUN”

3. Requests and indications on consumer and provider sides

4. Assertions checking. Each assertion should give the result “OK”. However if an assertion fails, it 
gives the result “ERROR”.

If an encoding concept is tested, its section number is given.

5. Final  status  of  test:  either  “DONE” if  all  the  assertions  are  “OK” or  “FAIL”  if  at  least  one 
assertion is marked “ERROR”.

--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'submitAck'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Submit request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Submit indication
Check interaction type == SUBMIT                   OK
Check operation name == setIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 1                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Submit Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Submit Ack indication
Check interaction type == SUBMIT                   OK
Check operation name == setIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
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Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'submitAckError'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Submit request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Submit indication
Check interaction type == SUBMIT                   OK
Check operation name == setIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 1                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Submit Error request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Submit Error indication
Check interaction type == SUBMIT                   OK
Check operation name == setIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == true                              OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'requestResponse'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request indication
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Check interaction type == REQUEST                  OK
Check operation name == getIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 1                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request Response indication
Check interaction type == REQUEST                  OK
Check operation name == getIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'requestResponseError'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request indication
Check interaction type == REQUEST                  OK
Check operation name == getIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 1                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request Error request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request Error indication
Check interaction type == REQUEST                  OK
Check operation name == getIntervals               OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
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Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == true                              OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'pubsubNotify'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify indication
Check interaction type == PUBSUB                   OK
Check operation name == monitorStatus              OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'pubsubNotifyError'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify Error indication
Check interaction type == PUBSUB                   OK
Check operation name == monitorStatus              OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Aggregation                  OK
Check isError == true                              OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'progressResponse'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
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--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Reponse indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'progressAckError'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Error request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Error request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Error indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
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Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == true                              OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'progressResponseError'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Error request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Error indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == true                              OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'progressUpdateResponse'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
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Consumer: Progress request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 2                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Update indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 3                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Update indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 3                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Reponse indication
Check interaction type == PROGRESS                 OK
Check operation name == retrieve                   OK
Check area == Core                                 OK
Check stage == 4                                   OK
Check service name == Retrieval                    OK
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Check isError == false                             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'action'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
Check action occurrence key == null (2.9.1)        OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress indication
->Action.invokeAction
Check action occurrence entity id (2.3.1)          OK
Check action occurrence definition id (2.3.2)      OK
Check action occurrence arguments list size (2.7)  OK
Check action occurrence argument #0 (2.7)          OK
Check action occurrence argument #1 (2.7)          OK
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Acknowledgement request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
-> VerificationProgressStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
-> VerificationFailStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
-> VerificationStateStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Update request
-> VerificationFailStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Update indication
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-> Verification Progress Status
Check number of steps                              OK
Check step number                                  OK
Check occurrenceId == null (2.9.2)                 OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Update indication
-> Verification Fail Status
Check fail condition alert raw value               OK
Check fail condition occurrence key (2.3.1)        OK
Check occurrenceId == null (2.9.2)                 OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Update indication
-> Verification State Status
Check Verification State                           OK
Check occurrenceId == null (2.9.2)                 OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Update indication
-> Verification Fail Status
Check fail condition alert raw value               OK
Check fail condition occurrence key (2.3.1)        OK
Check occurrenceId == null (2.9.2)                 OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Response indication
Check action status == null (2.9.3)                OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'aggregation'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: PubSub Publish request
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify indication
Check parameters list size (2.7)                   OK
Check parameter #0 (2.7)                           OK
Check occurrence id == null (2.3.4)                OK
Check deduced content of complete update (2.5.1)   OK
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Check deduced time stamp (2.8.1)                   OK
Check status identifier encoding (2.3.5)           OK
Check status polymorphism (2.5.2)                  OK
Check deduced fields from parameters (2.8.2)       OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'requestStatus'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request request
-> Aggregation.requestStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request indication
-> Aggregation.requestStatus
Test 2.4: Entity key format 2
Check entity key list size (2.4)                   OK
Check entity key #0 (2.4)                          OK
Check entity key #1 (2.4)                          OK
Check entity key #2 (2.4)                          OK
Check entity key #3 (2.4)                          OK
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request Response indication
-> Aggregation.requestStatus
Check time stamp encoding (2.8.1)                  OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'setIntervals'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Submit request
-> Aggregation.setIntervals
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Submit indication
-> Aggregation.setIntervals
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Check definition update encoding (2.6)             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'getIntervals'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request request
-> Aggregation.getIntervals
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request indication
-> Aggregation.getIntervals
Check definition update encoding (2.6)             OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'requestDefinition'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request request
-> Aggregation.requestDefinition
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Request indication
-> Aggregation.requestDefinition
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Request Response indication
-> Aggregation.requestDefinition
Check definition time stamp (2.8.3)                OK
Check definition description (2.8.3)               OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'alert'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
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--------------------------------------------------
Provider: PubSub Publish request
-> Alert.monitorOccurrence
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify indication
Check argument occurrence time stamp (2.8.2)       OK
Check occurrence identifier encoding (2.3.3)       OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'multiNotify'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: PubSub Publish request
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify indication
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: PubSub Notify indication
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'multiInteract'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[C&C]: Progress request
-> Action.invokeStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[C&C]: Progress Ack indication
--------------------------------------------------
Provider[C&C]: Progress indication
-> Action.invokeAction
Provider[C&C]: Progress Ack request
Provider[C&C]: Progress Response request
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--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[C&C]: Progress Response indication
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[Payload]: Progress request
-> Action.invokeStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[Payload]: Progress Ack indication
--------------------------------------------------
Provider[Payload]: Progress indication
-> Action.invokeAction
Provider[Payload]: Progress Ack request
Provider[Payload]: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer[Payload]: Progress Response indication
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Test: 'concurrent'
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             RUN
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress indication
->Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Reponse indication
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Pubsub Publish request
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
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--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Pubsub Notify indication
-> Aggregation.monitorStatus
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress request
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Ack indication
-> Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress indication
->Action.invokeAction
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Ack request
--------------------------------------------------
Provider: Progress Response request
--------------------------------------------------
Consumer: Progress Reponse indication
-> Action.invokeAction
Check Response indications count == 2              OK
Check Notify indications count == 1                OK
--------------------------------------------------
Status                                             DONE
--------------------------------------------------
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